Recent Supreme Court of Virginia Decisions
Demonstrate the Urgent Need for New Tax
Regulations
by Craig D. Bell and J. Christian Tennant

The January 2015 Supreme Court of
Virginia opinion in The Nielsen Company
LLC v. County Board of Arlington County
sent two important messages to state and
local governments in Virginia. First, local
governments should permit taxpayers to
use an estimation methodology when
determining a deduction for gross
receipts taxed in other states for purposes
of the business, professional, and occupa34
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tional license (BPOL) tax if it is impossible to determine the exact amount of the
deduction. Second, the state government,
specifically, the Virginia Department of
Taxation (tax department) needs to
reconsider its current policy of issuing
guidelines and public documents instead
of regulations in an effort to meaningfully promote taxpayer compliance and
minimize tax controversy disputes.
www.vsb.org
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Multi-State Businesses Must Deduct Gross
Receipts Taxed By Other States
Since 2009, the Supreme Court of Virginia has
delivered three very important opinions concerning the BPOL tax imposed by many Virginia local
governments on the businesses operating within
their boundaries. Each of these cases involves the
proper method of calculating the BPOL tax owed
by larger businesses and businesses that operate in
multiple states. The Virginia General Assembly
reformed the BPOL tax in 1996 to reign in local
government officials’ over-reaching interpretations of the tax and to provide uniformity on
how the tax is imposed in different localities in
Virginia.1 Despite the reformation of the BPOL
tax, major issues regarding differing interpretations on the proper method of calculating the
BPOL tax still exist for businesses that operate
in multiple states. In connection with the 1996
reform, the tax department promulgated regulations concerning the BPOL tax, but has failed to
update them since they were first promulgated
in 2008.2 Because the BPOL regulations have not
been updated, multi-state businesses continue to
be forced to incur unnecessary costs relating to
administrative and judicial disputes on core
issues that should have been dealt with by new
regulations.
The first two BPOL tax opinions from the
Supreme Court of Virginia prevented local governments from taxing gross receipts not earned
in the locality. In City of Lynchburg v. English
Construction Company 3, the Court determined
that the City of Lynchburg had no authority to
tax the gross receipts of a taxpayer earned in
other localities where that taxpayer maintained a
definite place of business. Then, the Court in Ford
Motor Credit Company v. Chesterfield County 4
determined a multi-state financial service
provider’s receipts from an office located in a
Virginia locality were not 100 percent attributable
to the actions performed in the office when the
loans originated in the Virginia office but were
funded and serviced through offices outside of
Virginia. While both of these cases involved different BPOL tax issues, the opinions correctly
controlled the local government’s power to tax.
Determining the BPOL Deduction for Gross
Receipts Taxed in Other States
Unlike English Construction and Ford Motor
Credit, the most recent dispute concerning the
BPOL tax, The Nielsen Company LLC v. County
Board of Arlington County 5, could have been
avoided had the tax department simply updated
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its regulations. The Nielsen case involved an
appeal from the Circuit Court of Arlington
County that rejected Nielsen’s claim of a deduction for gross receipts taxed outside of Virginia
for purposes of calculating the BPOL tax.6 The
Supreme Court of Virginia reversed the circuit
court’s decision and allowed the deduction as calculated by Nielsen.7
The dispute in this case involved the interpretation of a statute allowing businesses a deduction for gross receipts taxed in other states.
Specifically, the calculation of the permissible
deduction was at issue. Through publicly issued
rulings, the Virginia Tax Commissioner (tax commissioner) provided his interpretation of how the
deduction should be computed. This methodology was not contained in the BPOL tax regulations. In these rulings, the tax commissioner
determined that BPOL taxpayers who use payroll
apportionment to situs their taxable receipts
should use the same apportionment factor to
ascertain the proper amount of the deduction
permitted by Virginia Code § 58.1-3732.8
The dispute between Nielsen and Arlington
over the deduction arose upon an audit by
Arlington that resulted in assessment for underpaid BPOL tax issued to Nielsen.9 Nielsen
appealed the assessments back to Arlington and
ultimately to the tax commissioner pursuant to
Virginia Code § 58.1-3703.1(A)(6)(a).10 The tax
commissioner issued his decision on the appeal in
Public Document 12-146.11 The tax commissioner determined that Arlington used an incorrect methodology to calculate the deduction, and
instead permitted a payroll percentage methodology to be used.12 The tax commissioner stated
that the rationale behind this requirement is while
this methodology provides an estimate, it results
in a reasonable approximation of the deduction,
is straightforward to administer, and can be
applied uniformly.13 In a ruling issued by the tax
commissioner prior to Nielsen’s ruling, he specifically articulated the method to calculate the
deduction as follows:
1. Ascertain whether any employees at the
Virginia definite place of business
participated in interstate transactions by, for
example, shipping goods to customers in
other states, participating with employees in
other offices in transactions, etc. If there has
been no participation in interstate
transactions, then there is no deduction. If
there has been participation, then;
2. Ascertain whether any of this interstate
participation can be tied to specific receipts.
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If so, then those receipts are deducted;
however, if payroll apportionment had to be
used to assign receipts to the definite place of
business, then it is very unlikely that any of
those apportioned receipts can be specifically
linked to interstate transactions. If not, or if
only some of the participation can be tied to
specific receipts, then;
3. The payroll factor used for the Virginia
definite place of business would be applied to
the gross receipts assigned to definite places
of business in states in which the taxpayer
filed an income tax return. Note that payroll
apportionment would probably be needed to
assign receipts to definite places of business
in other states.14
Arlington filed suit challenging the tax commissioner’s ruling arguing that “regardless of how
the pool of taxable gross receipts was calculated
under Code § 58.1-3703.1(A)(3), determining the
deduction under Code § 58.1-3732(B)(2) requires
the taxpayer to prove by manual accounting that
the receipts attributable to business in a foreign
jurisdiction where the taxpayer is subject to an
income-based tax liability were actually captured
in the pool of taxable gross receipts.”15 The
circuit court ultimately ruled that usage of payroll apportionment for purposes of the deduction is “arbitrary and capricious” and that “[t]he
taxpayer however, is certainly in a position to
demonstrate by time sheets, travel expenses, budget, phone logs and other means how Virginia
employees may have contributed to revenues
generated out-of-state and therefore entitled to
the deduction.”16
Entitlement to the deduction
Requiring Nielsen to calculate its exact deduction
ignores the reality that if Nielsen were able to
calculate its deduction, it would also be able to
directly situs its gross receipts and not be required
to use payroll apportionment for situsing purposes. Therefore, the circuit court’s ruling that an
exact determination was required was in error.
Interestingly, Arlington never argued that Nielsen
improperly used payroll apportionment to situs
its receipts and stipulated that using payroll
apportionment to situs receipts was proper for
Nielsen.17 So when the circuit court attempted to
require Nielsen to calculate its deduction without
using an apportionment formula, the circuit
court effectively determined that Nielsen may not
claim a deduction to which it was entitled and
had been legislatively granted by the General
Assembly.18 The trial court’s decision on this issue
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was contrary to the General Assembly’s intent for
the BPOL deduction statute.
The Supreme Court of Virginia overturned
the circuit court on the basis that the tax commissioner’s ruling was neither contrary to law, nor
arbitrary and capricious.19 However, the Supreme
Court of Virginia did not state that the tax
department’s method for calculating the deduction was the method that should be used. After it
was acknowledged that the Code of Virginia does
not resolve the permissible methodology for calculating the deduction, the Court determined that
the tax department’s requirement of manual
accounting, or payroll apportionment in the
event that manual accounting is impossible to calculate the deduction, falls within the scope of
accounting methodologies permitted by Virginia
Code § 58.1-3732 which provides for the deduction for out-of-state receipts.20 The Court concludes the tax department’s methodology is not
contrary to law.21 The Court also held that the tax
department’s methodology was not arbitrary or
capricious as it followed the statute’s scheme for
determining the situs of gross receipts when it is
impossible or not practical to make such a determination for purposes of the tax.22 Specifically,
the Supreme Court of Virginia stated:
The use of an estimate methodology when
determining a deduction, but only when it is
impossible to determine the exact figures to
calculate such a deduction, is neither “contrary to ... established rules of law” nor a
mechanism permitting an assessment to be
“founded on prejudice or preference rather
than on reason or fact” when that very same
methodology is used to determine the initial
tax to be imposed, but only when it is
impractical or impossible to determine the
exact figures to calculate such a tax.23
On this basis, the case was remanded back to
the circuit court to issue an order consistent with
the opinion.24
Litigation could have been avoided with
updated tax regulations
The Supreme Court of Virginia in Nielsen
addressed the issue of the deference or weight
that must be given to the tax commissioner’s rulings. The tax department has a long history of
believing that its rulings should be deferred to
and given great weight by the judiciary in its decisions. Virginia courts disagree with providing any
such deference. The Court directly addressed this
contention when it stated, “A court never defers to
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the Tax Commissioner’s interpretation of a
statute.”25 Great weight is only provided when a
statute is obscure or its meaning doubtful.26
If the tax department would like its interpretations to receive “great weight,” the tax department should follow prior Court guidance:
For purposes of giving weight to the positions of administrative agencies, it does not
matter whether an agency has been consistent in its rulings. This is because an agency’s
“prior rulings and policies themselves are not
entitled to great weight, unless expressed in
regulations.” Chesapeake Hosp. Auth. v.
Commonwealth, 262 Va. 551, 560, 554 S.E.2d
55, 59 (2001).27
The Court also recognized that the tax
department’s rulings are only accorded judicial
notice and nothing more pursuant to Virginia
Code § 58.1-203.28 This subject begs the question
of why the tax department will not promulgate
regulations so multistate businesses have the necessary regulatory guidance to comply with
Virginia’s BPOL tax laws. Simply put, there would
not have been an issue in dispute in the Nielsen
case had the tax department simply promulgated
a regulation instead of publishing its desired
BPOL deduction methodology in a ruling that
Virginia courts and Virginia taxpayers are not
entitled to rely upon as precedent.

expressed to the tax commissioner that the
Chamber would assist the tax department in its
efforts to restart the regulation process so tax
compliance and certainty could be improved.
Note that this is the odd situation where business
representatives asked the government to write
regulations.
The business community’s pleas apparently
fell on deaf ears. Subsequent meetings between
the various business community stakeholders and
the tax department leadership were equally
unsuccessful even though the tax department
recognized the importance and need for tax regulations in many areas of mutual interest. The tax
department’s inaction with tax regulations can
also be observed on the Virginia Regulatory Town
Hall website operated by the Virginia Department
of Planning and the Budget.29 The Town Hall
website shows that the last activity for any chapter
of the Virginia Administrative Code for which the
tax department is responsible occurred in
2009.30 Furthermore, the Town Hall website
shows that the tax department has seventeen
actions pending.31 All seventeen actions were initiated by the tax department between late 2006
and early 2008.32 None of the pending actions
have advanced beyond the initial notice stage
referred to as the NOIRA (Notice of Intended
Regulatory Action).33

The Virginia Department of Taxation will not
promulgate tax regulations
The issue of promulgating tax regulations in
Virginia is contentious. Regulations interpreting
tax statutes typically are more desirable than
regulations in other areas of law because tax
regulations provide answers and more certainty
when trying to determine how tax statutes that
frequently are in-artfully worded or are somewhat ambiguous apply to them. Both the Tax
Policy Committee of the Virginia Chamber of
Commerce and the Taxation Committee of the
Virginia Bar Association have expressed their
belief on numerous occasions to the tax commissioner that the tax department should put forth
more of an effort promulgating new and updating existing tax regulations.
Unfortunately, there does not appear to be
much interest from the tax department to devote
resources to this endeavor. Members of the Tax
Policy Committee of the Virginia Chamber of
Commerce and the Taxation Committee of the
Virginia Bar Association first met with the tax
commissioner and his senior staff approximately
five years ago. During this meeting, it was

Rulings and guidelines are not the answer
The tax department has all but abandoned issuing
tax regulations. Instead, since 1980 the department has issued approximately 8,800 “public documents,” an average of about 245 per year. These
“public documents” consist of rulings of the tax
commissioner on assessment appeals and refund
requests, advisory opinions, and other bulletins
and announcements. “Public documents” can
cover all of the taxes administered by the tax
department plus some local taxes. While it is
notable that Virginia releases such documents
publicly unlike many other states, such “public
documents” are not precedential and receive no
deference in a judicial setting.
The tax department last performed a major
update of the tax regulations in 1985. In many
cases when a new tax policy has been enunciated
in a post-1985 public document, the tax regulations have not been updated. The tax regulations
also have not been updated to reflect opinions of
the Supreme Court of Virginia.34 Because the regulations have not been updated, Virginia taxpayers in need of more certainty on tax positions
must hire advisors simply to comply with the
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commonwealth’s tax laws. While that is good
news for lawyers and CPAs who specialize in
Virginia taxation, it is not necessarily financially
good news for the taxpayers themselves. The tax
department’s own auditors must also negotiate
the thousands of public documents issued by the
tax department in an attempt to find the right tax
policy when conducting audits of taxpayers.
The tax department has begun to issue or release
“guidelines” as an alternative to tax regulations.
Guidelines are provided for in Virginia Code section 58.1-204(A)(4) by requiring the tax commissioner to publish guidelines that he believes “may
be of interest to taxpayers and practitioners.”35 It
is unclear if anyone asked the tax department to
issue such guidelines as both the business community and the legal community has asked for
regulations, not guidelines, which taxpayers, the
tax imposing authorities, and the Virginia judiciary may rely upon.
The process for issuing guidelines in this
manner is easier and less cumbersome. It is the
view of the authors that what makes guidelines
easier to issue is that there is nothing in the
Virginia Code that establishes a procedure for
how such guidelines are developed. When writing guidelines, the tax department tries to follow the comment periods provided for in the
Administrative Process Act (APA) that are
required for the promulgation of regulations.
However, the tax department will abandon this
practice when it deems it necessary. By writing
guidelines completely within the tax department, reviews by other executive branch agencies
and the Attorney General of Virginia that are
required by the APA for the promulgation of
regulations are avoided. The result is a simple
statement by the tax department of what it
believes to be its policy.
Recognizing the lack of review, the General
Assembly chose to give guidelines no weight and
solely afforded them judicial notice.36 Knowing
that guidelines receive no formal review outside
of the tax department and receive no weight by
the judicial system, how can tax lawyers and
other tax practitioners advise clients to rely on
them? Of all the different state agencies, the tax
department probably has the most diect contact
with Virginia citizens. Despite that, the tax
department has not issued regulations under
the APA and instead provides unreviewed policy
through the use of guidelines that have no
precedential value, thus leading to uncertainty,
expense, and litigation that may otherwise be
avoided.
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2016 High School Essay Contest Explores a School’s
Right to Access Students’ Secrets
Is it OK for school administrators to go undercover or use false identities to dig out secret information from students’ social
media pages? What if that information includes a test stolen from the school?
Those are the questions the Virginia State Bar is asking students to address in its annual Law in Society essay competition.
Essays are judged on how well they demonstrate the student’s understanding of the role and value of the legal system in
everyday life. The purpose of the contest is to awaken an interest in law and appreciation of the US Constitution.
Virginia high school students age 19 or younger and enrolled in grades 9–12 or a home-school equivalent are eligible
to submit an essay for a chance to win the competition and cash prizes. The contest is co-sponsored by the VSB Litigation
Section and Communications Committee. The deadline for submissions is February 12, 2016.
The first place winner will receive $2,300 and the winning essay will be published on the VSB website. Other awards
include $1,850 (second place), $1,350 (third place), and honorable mentions of $250 each. All winners receive a plaque and
copy of Strunk and White’s Elements of Style. Awards will be presented in the spring at the winners’ schools.
This year’s competition examines a hypothetical situation at fictional Rocktown High School where it is apparent that
students in an AP history class have somehow received advance information on test questions. A student tells teachers that
the test was stolen and circulated among students in the class through a social media site. The school principal forces a
student, under threat of suspension from school, to log into the secret site in front of her in order to confirm that the test
questions were posted there. The principal then gets another student, again under the threat of suspension, to turn over his
cell phone and show her text messages that include the names of the students who had advance knowledge of the test. All
of the students involved are expelled from the school.
Contestants are asked to address whether a school administrator can demand that a student share her list of “friends” on
a social media site; whether a school administrator or teacher can demand that a student surrender his or her cell phone and
share private text messages; and whether there is a better course of action the school could take.
More information, including contest rules and last year’s winning essay, is posted at www.vsb.org/site/public/law-in-society.

Join a VSB Section
There are twenty sections of the Virginia State Bar. Each is a separate group devoted to improving the practice of law in a
particular substantive area or specialty practice. The sections operate under bylaws and policies approved by the Virginia
State Bar Council. They elect their own officers and choose their own activities within the limits established by the Council.
Section membership is open to all members in good standing of the Virginia State Bar. Many sections also have law student
and associate memberships. See more information at http://www.vsb.org/site/members/sections.
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